THE GOOD STUFF
Compiled by Todd Mrowice

Nothing Else
MATTRS
Materials.
Technology.
Research. Might
seem like a lot for
a shirt, but that’s
how PUMA rolls. The
brand’s new MATTR lineup is
performance fabric to the highest
degree. The Leucadia polo is
92% polyester, 8% elastane, and
has a subtle palm tree all-over
print. Gives us all of the warm
feels!
$75   cobragolf.com

Target Locked. Engage.
Laser rangefinders don’t
need to be more than
your car payment.
Shot Scope sees to
that with the new Pro
L1, which has all of
the features you’ll find
on models twice the
cost. Black/red dual
optics, Adaptive Slope
technology, TargetLock Vibration, x6
magnification, and
a durable carrying
case.
$199.99
shotscope.com

DO Try This
at Home
Over the past year if
you’ve turned your garage into
a practice bay, you’re missing
something. The Rapsodo Mobile
Launch Monitor won’t break the
bank and will give you all of
the swing feedback you want
(or don’t want). Indoor/outdoor
friendly, easily pairs with your
Apple device, a must have!
$499.99   rapsodo.com

Walk This Way…
If you’re ditching the cart,
some comfy kicks are
what you’ll need. The
new Coronado V2 SL
from Callaway is a
spikeless dream with
a ForgedFoam midsole
for ultimate comfort and
performance. Waterproof mesh
and microfiber leather upper.
Best of both worlds. Available
in three colorways.
$119.95
callawayfootwear.com
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This is my Bag, Baby
The 3-in-1 Birdie Bag by Stitch is something you
didn’t know you needed, until now. A luxe carryon that can convert to a work bag which can also
convert to a legitimate cooler! Patented removable
inserts that are magnetic make it all possible. It’s the
Ben Zobrist of bags. Does it all.
$298   stitchgolf.com

No Tape, No
Solvent, No
Problem
Golf Pride has turned
re-gripping on its head with
the debut of the Concept Helix grip.
You don’t need a vise grip or any of the normal
accessories because these slip directly onto the shaft with
an installation horn and lock into place by twisting the
end cap. Now that’s what we call innovative.
$9.99 per grip   golfpride.com
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